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Abstract. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is the next step after Non 
Destructive Testing to provide information about the safety of complex objects and 
structures. The step should be the extraction of latent information, hidden in current 
data from output SHM measurement results and reconstruction of object’s pattern, 
which evaluates current risk of failure and characterizes objects safety. The goal is 
to have SHM system like an intellectual information system to protect object against 
sudden damage.  
 The article considers big data analysis in the output of a SHM system with 
multi sensors network of different modality. For output big data management it 
presents the new approach which examines "moving fractals" as a source of data 
attributes available for being the statistical measure of data. The technique displays 
better recognition ability of defected zones in the object under monitoring, than 
simple threshold technique. New technique also enables the defects detection at 
early damage stage as opposed to the Principle and Independent Components 
Analysis respectively. Case study includes simulated data fractal analysis. We 
propose the method of automatic tracing for changes in matrix data, appear in the 
output of  Multi Sensors System  widely used for searching the safety of complex 
objects like buildings, bridges, power plants, etc.  The "defected" zone identification 
with limited number of attributes is provided by automatic extraction of statistical 
parameters in "fractals", which are square matrixes of row number size, "moving" 
discretely during monitoring process. The future elaboration of this method should 
be the estimate of quantitative correspondence between the type and level of failure, 
from one hand, and the object attributes value acquired with statistical analysis of 
"moving fractals", from the other. It is clear, that admissible statistical attributes 
values should be estimated at the object design stage by using all possible situational 
modeling instruments, taking into account the acceptability of all direct and indirect 
consequences and collapses after small damages in the construction. Our first 
practice shows that new technique also enables the detection of incipient defects at 
early damage stage. 

Introduction  

Structural Health Monitoring  (SHM) is the next step after Non Destructive Testing to 
provide information about the safety of complex objects and structures [1]. The step should 
be the extraction of latent information, hidden in current data from output SHM 
measurement results and reconstruction of object’s pattern, which evaluates current risk of 
failure and characterizes objects safety. The goal is to have SHM system like an intellectual 
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information system to protect object against sudden damage [2]. The data in the output of 
SHM system are combined in a big rectangular matrix, enlarged with given periodicity, 
having rows like sensor data at each measurement moment and columns as measurement 
results by all sensors simultaneously [2]. 
The article considers big data analysis in the output of a SHM system with multi sensors 
network of different modality. For output big data management it presents the new 
approach which examines "moving fractals" as a source of data attributes available for 
being the statistical measure of data. The technique displays better recognition ability of 
defected zones in the object under monitoring, than simple threshold technique. Case study 
includes simulated data fractal analysis. 
The future elaboration of this method should be the estimate of quantitative correspondence 
between the type and level of failure, from one hand, and the object attributes or features 
values acquired  with statistical analysis of "moving fractals", from the other.  
 
1. Basic formulation and situated modeling 

 
Two of the analytical methods to achieve these goals are obvious. To indicate them let 
imagine that the evolution of a base system, associated with an object (BSO), is represented 
as a Markov sequence of states, the transition between them is under the influence of 
various impacts (influences) and occur with a certain transition probability, which is 
estimated previously at the stage of situated modeling. Identifying the evolution of BSO as 
Markov chain assumes that the transition probability from current state  to the next one 
depends only on the state itself, not on the transition probability history.  
To understand the ability of SHM system to display critical changes in the object it is 
necessary to consider its interaction with the BSO system. This interaction is illustrated in 
the fig 1. In BSO a state of danger vector  rr kA A  - where r - index system state, k - 

number of the system element, can appear under an influence from without or within. A 
SHM system displays an instantaneous current set of multi sensors measurement results:   q

iq BB   with q - index state of  instantaneous multi sensors measurements, i - sensor 

number. The objective of the inverse problem is to minimize the conditional probability of 
getting a risk state rA , given qB   measured data,  ( qr BAP ), what is a typical Bayesian 

problem [3-5]. 

      q

rrq
qr BP

APABP
BAP 

 
,     (1) 

where  rq ABP  - conditional probability of obtaining a set of sensor data given 

measurement result of a risk state;  rAP - a priori probability of a risk of damage,  qBP  - 

global data acquisition probability of measured signals. 
The inverse problem objective is to maximize the conditional probability of extraction of 
risky state  rA , given qB ,  or to minimize its negative value (  qr BAPmin ), what is a 

typical Bayesian minimization problem [4, 6]: 

min:        k
rrrqqr RAAPABPBAP  :logloglog  ,   (2) 

with   - as a regularization factor. 
In case of functional correlation between measured data and searched risk level, aided by  
the Gaussian probability distribution function of the measured error, the first term right in 
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equation (2) may be considered as a norm of measured and searched data respectively, so 
the solution of (2) can be represented by the following equation: 

      argmin log :meas calc kA B B P A A Rr q q r r    ,   (3) 

Where indexes meas and calc mean respectively measured and calculated data, the last  
according to predicted simulated dependence between them.  

Due to equation (3), the  measBq  is the vector of measured values, while calcBq  is the 

vector of simulated data in all cells (including also free of sensors). Prior probability  P Ar  could be, for example, the smoothness, positivity, total variation, etc. condition. In 

case of searching for critical stresses the simulation of stress distribution could be updated 
within the elasticity theory. This way is available but needs huge computational burden and 
is not available for online damage prediction for complex objects.  
 

 
Fig.1. nteraction of the Object Base System with the Structural Health Monitoring System. 
 
From the first term right in equation (1) it follows the requirement for: a) situational 
modeling of BSO, hidden in the probability of getting  qB

 
given rA , usually acquired with 

modeling or experimentally; b) sensor accuracy enhancement and c) zero state 
specification. The last means that the minimization stability is easily provided when starts 
from some previously estimated level. Also the pre- estimate of the prior probability of 
danger condition and the value of regularization factor follow from considering of the term  rAPlog . In other words it is necessary to increase the likelihood of measured data with 
some qualitative penalty function implied on the behavior of transition pdf, e.g., smothness, 
positivity, total variation, etc. [4]. As a set of  object state sequence is intermittent, while  
the minimization of equation (1) is possible on the continuous set, this equation establishes 
only the role of simulation and prior information to predict a damage in an object, given 
sensors signals.   
As dimensionality of multi sensors measurement result

 
 q

iq BB   in a matrix form is too 

large to operate, the usual practice  is to structure the object's statistical pattern, discovering 
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it with reduced dimension.  Let  JjX j ...2,1
 
be the limited set of object's statistical 

variables, extracted from measured data and defining its new pattern. To predict expected 
future object outcomes  rr kA A , associated with measured data  q

iq BB   , it is 

necessary to determine the function   jr XFA  , using appropriate modeling tools. The 

above numerical model formulation means the transformation from j dimensional space 
of new latent variables, given measured data, to  k  dimensional space of object risk 
scenario.  
Many important features of data set can be captured also in the format of UxW array:  

WmUjX mj  1,1;, , 

where row - observation of all attributes on one subject; column - observation of all 
subjects on one attribute. 
The new approach includes using monitoring history (archives) to predict an approximate 
numerical model. As well the following known algorithms can be used:   

1. Linear and non linear regression analysis:   
k

mmkkm dba ,1 ;  

      2. Principal and Independent Component Analysis, PCA and ICA as methods for 
dimensionality reduction and correlation analysis [2, 8]; 
      3. Method of quickly calculated metamodels with Radial Basic Functions: 

      N

i
ii XXqAf

1

 , dependent only on the Euclidean distance between two variables. 

 
2. Fractal Analysis in the output of SHM system 
 
To describe the above approach, consider the output data in a SHM system in the 
rectangular matrix form  q

iq BB 
 
with the column vector Q

iB  and row vector q
IB , where 

I  is the number of sensors, and Q  -  number  of simultaneous measurements by all sensors 
at once: IQ  .  

1 . . .1 1
. . .
. . .
. . .

1 . . .

QB B

Bq

QB BI I



     

(4) 

In many SHM systems the threshold analysis is applied to matrix’s (4) elements (measured 
values) in order to predict in an object a state of danger, the last is being stated when the 
value exceeds some ultimate value, e.g. stress, angle, distance, etc., given by designer.  
During the monitoring process the changes in the matrix (4) elements' increments even in a 
state of upcoming danger rA  in any of the object’s elements, free of sensors, are usually 
much smaller than ultimate values. Thus they are being unnoticed and missed within 
automatic threshold-like data processing cycle. To explain this let’s consider arbitrary 
loaded shell (fig.2), split in cells,  the internal stress distribution in each cell is under 
evaluation given stress measurement values in the cells, where the sensors are located 
(shaded cells). Stress values distribution in cells is complex and can be computed with the 
help of known engineering computing instruments within elasticity theory. It is clear that in 
usual case of sparse arrangement of sensors even critical stress values in the cells free of 
sensors might not be identified as risk by sensors in the shades cells using threshold 
approach.  
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Fig.2. Loaded shell, split in cells. Stress sensors are in the shaded cells. Stresses in blank 

cells are under evaluation. 
 
For our case the values in the rows in the matrix (4) are consecutive measurement results 
(normalized) in the  thi   row while the values in the columns - are the simultaneous 
measurement results at the  thq moment. Let q

iB
 
term be the stress value (normalized) in 

a shaded cell. The question is: how to identify (predict) the attribute of risk (stress value 
close to the ultimate stress, e.g. yield stress) in the whole shell, including cells, free of 
sensors, given measured values q

iB ?  Pay attention to the ignored question about stress 

distribution in all cells of the shell, which can be simulated, if necessary, using elasticity 
theory. E.g. it is clear that  solitary signal spike in a shaded cell is not obligatory indicates 
the risk state of the construction. Thus it is necessary to determine the risk condition of the 
structure. The simulation procedure, introducing the risk attributejX  , before estimating the 

transition probabilities set   qr BAP  , should therefore precede the stage of risk prediction. 

Generally the instruments to design statistical correspondence  qjr BXA  are: regression, 

classification, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Independent Component Analysis 
(ICA), clustering (clouds), meta models design [7]. As mentioned, the common feature of 
those tools is the operation with the global matrix data in whole. These are both highs and 
low, the last comes from the ignore of local matrix properties in a continuously updated 
rectangular matrix which needs continuous nonstop matching of current data with the 
former one.  Moreover, using rectangular (QI  ) matrix means disregard of many useful 
properties of square matrix appeared in our elaboration below.

   
 

Let's now sort out first IQa  columns in the (4) matrix and get the aIxQ  rectangular 

matrix.  We shall then calculate statistical attributes of the similar square matrixes, created 
by one step shift to the next aIxQ  matrix each time after processing the current square 

matrix. The procedure is then repeated up to the last measured column. We could continue 
to sort out smaller square matrixes (fractals) by scaling the principal one, but let's stop on 
the properties of the fractal aIxQ  . Let's calculate for the current aIxQ  matrix its first eigen 

values, jE , and first eigen vectors, jV , respectively.   The number of such steps and new 

object attributes are thus )1(2  IQ .  At the output of the monitoring process there 

appears two rows matrix:  tX j 2, , which is analyzed in competition with preliminarily 

simulated matrix  tX j 2,

~
. Other statistical attributes of an object under monitoring, 

acquired by PCA, ICA, etc., calculated for described biased square matrixes can be as well 
added to the statistical description of an object. 

 
3. Example with simulated data 

 
Figures 3-6 illustrate the application of the above described analysis to the simulated data, 
having small burst clusters with values respectively over and lower the mean value of the 
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initial matrix only by 10%, what is more than 2 times less, than the range of the random 
values in the rest matrix. The initial matrix was 10x280, filled with the random values in 
the range 110÷130. In the 1 and 3 rows the random values were raised by 10% starting 
from column 30 to 100, while in the rows 7 and 9 the values were decreased by 10%.  

 

 
Fig.3. Elements of simulated matrix's values with two relatively exceeding and decreasing 
groups of "defected" zones respectively by 10%, comparing to the matrix range of about 
20%. In the matrix data three fractals 10x10, shifted relatively to one another, are shown. 

 
The threshold analysis as seen in figure 3 (above), shows only the signal bursts with no data 
binding to their density, origin in the rows, level of correlation, and finally - it can not 
identify the defect as it is necessary to evaluate the transition probability to the state of 
failure. Sometimes this drawback is critical, e.g. in SHM systems, when the need of taking 
decision as far as monitoring process continues, is very urgent.  Even worst recognition 
ability of the "regular" and "defected" matrixes respectively is demonstrated by the mean 
values (in columns) behavior, shown in the fig. 4.  

 

 
Fig.4. Mean values in columns versus the number of shifts from the start point: yellow - 

initial data without "defect", blue - in the "defected" zone. 
 

It is seen that mean value changes are within the range of noisy data dispersion, and give no 
chance to extract unambiguously  the "defected" zones. The same pattern is with other 
statistical parameters like excess, variance, eigenvalues and symmetry (fig.5). The extracted 
features do not characterize explicitly the defected zone. We have provided also PCA with 
data within large rectangular matrix and within "moving fractals". It gives the possibility to 
identify data sets' eigen values and eigen vectors in the normalized form, as well as 
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correlation matrix. It is clear that PCA with complete data set is not usable for monitoring 
network, while PCA within proposed fractal concept gives main statistical attributes to add 
to the object's pattern. The traditional PCA results with the complete matrix are not shown 
in the article.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Values over the number of fractal shift for different statistical parameters.  

Respectively from left to right: excess, variance, eigenvalues and symmetry. 
 

As the alternative the principle component analysis is applied to the "moving fractals". The 
best results are demonstrated by the behavior of first eigenvectors elements changes under 
fractal "movement". The resultant function is shown in the fig.6. The yellow function 
displays "defected" zones clearly, comparing to the object before inserting the "defect". The 
value of excess expresses the level of failure. 
The shortage of object evaluation with the help of eigenvector values is the ignore of a sign 
of data deflection, but it is easily compensated within threshold analysis, as well as within 
the analysis of first eigen values changes. 

 

 
Fig.6. The first eigenvectos changes within consecutive shift of 10x10 fractals  in the 

"defected" object (yellow) and initial one (blue). 
  
By adding new limited number of statistical attributes, acquired from "moving fractals" of 
monitoring data it is possible to form the object pattern of any complexity. 
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4. Conclusions  
 

1. The analysis of the ability of Structural Health Monitoring system to predict a state of 
failure in the object under monitoring has been done given multi sensors measurement data 
in a matrix form.  
2. We propose the method of automatic tracing for changes in matrix data, appear in the 
output of  Multi Sensors System  widely used for searching the safety of complex objects 
like buildings, bridges, power plants, etc.  
3. The "defected" zone identification with limited number of attributes is provided by 
automatic extraction of  statistical parameters in "fractals", which are square matrixes of 
row number size, "moving" discretely during monitoring process. The proposed fractal 
analysis of big matrix data, arose in the output of automatic SHM system, display much 
better recognition ability of defected zones in the object under monitoring, than simple 
threshold technique or other statistical method which operates with measured data in a 
whole..  
4. The future elaboration of this method should be the estimate of quantitative 
correspondence between the type and level of failure, from one hand, and the object 
attributes value acquired  with statistical analysis of "moving fractals", from the other. It is 
clear, that admissible statistical attributes values should be estimated at the object design 
stage by using all possible situational modeling instruments, taking into account the 
acceptability of all direct and indirect consequences and collapses after small damages in 
the construction. Our first practice shows that new technique also enables the detection of 
incipient defects at early damage stage. 
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